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Abstract— Someone who does not have vocal cords, has no ability
to produce voice and speech. This problem is suffered by
laryngectomy patients. Over half of all laryngectomy patients
worldwide are using electrolarynx for the rehabilitation of their
speech ability. Unfortunately, the electrolarynx is relatively
expensive, especially for patient from the lower classes. In this
research, portable speech aid tool for laryngectomy patient based
on lip reading is studied, especially for who use Indonesian
language. Two problems in a lip lip reading system, especially if
it run in portable device, are lighting and limited resources.
Background subtraction and image projection method are
studied in this research to overcome these two problems.
Keywords— laryngectomy, lip reading, background subtraction,
image projection

I. INTRODUCTION
Someone who does not have vocal cords, has no ability to
produce voice and speech. This problem is suffered by latestage laryngeal cancer patients. They are usually treated with
total laryngectomy, in which larynx, and tissues around it,
including vocal cord, should be removed. By doing surgery, a
hole in front of the patient’s neck, known as stoma, is made.
Then, the trachea is attached to this stoma which is used by the
patients to breathe. As the vocal cord of the laryngectomy
patients have been removed, they will not be able to speech
anymore. They lost their ability to speak as they did [1].
Efforts to assist the laryngectomee, person who has no
larynx, to speak has much been studied, for example research
on silent speech interface [2]. However these research are still
in laboratory stage. Other research on automatic lip reading
system on cell phone has done, for example in [3], but the
result is not encouraging. Moreover, research into this issue
for patients using Indonesian language, has not been done or is
very limited.
In addition, general research on automatic lip reading for
embedded systems is still not produce satisfactory results, one
of which is due to existing algorithms usually require large
resources, which would be a heavy run on embedded systems.
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Or need to be always connected to the internet, while in some
areas it is not available, or is still relatively expensive.
Another problem on an automatic lip-reading system is
lighting. Less light, causing the image obtained by the camera
becomes more difficult to be processed, so it requires a more
reliable system for minimum lighting conditions. In this
research we propose method to use in lip reading using
background subtraction as lip segementation and image
projection to extract the feature of lip.
II. SEGMENTATION AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
A. Background Subtraction
Background subtraction is a technique in the field of image
processing, in which foreground image is extracted for further
processing. Generally, region of interest of the image is
objects in the foreground of image. After the stage of image
preprocessing, the object localization is required, which can
use this technique. Background subtraction is a widely used
approach to detect moving objects in the video of a static
camera. The rationale for this approach is that it detects a
moving object from the difference between the frame and the
frame of reference [4]. Background subtraction done if the
image is a part of the video stream. Background subtraction
gives important cues for a variety of applications in computer
vision, for example, surveillance or tracking human pose
estimation.
Principle of lip reading is observing lip pattern, assuming
the lips represent the pronunciation of certain syllables or
words. Meanwhile, lip detection is not always easy to do,
especially if the lip color does not contrast compared to
surrounding areas, or because of the weak illumination. The
use of background subtraction method to observe the
movement of the lips will be able to solve the above problem,
assuming the image included in the frame is just around the
lips, no movement other than the lip, and there was no lighting
changes during the pronunciation.
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The basic principle of background subtraction method is to
calculate the difference between the value of the intensity of
the pixels in the current frame and pixel values in the previous
frame, or can be expressed by equation (1).
dI(x,y,t) = I(x,y,t) – I(x,y,t-1)

(1)

where I(x,y,t) is intensity value in pixel(x,y) at frame t
B. Image Projection
Image projections are one-dimensional representations of
image contents. Horizontal and vertical projection of image is
histogram over horizontal and vertical way of grayscale level.
Horizontal and vertical projections of image I(u,v) is defined
in equation (2) and (3).

Fig. 1. Examples of screen shot recording
to produce the best result. As a comparison, another
classifier is used, i.e. SVM (Support Vector Machine).
Other feature extraction methods used for comparison are:
(1) background subtraction followed by a vertical projection,
this feature extraction output is (32 x 25) features
(2) background subtraction followed by a horizontal projection,
feature extraction output is (24 x 25) features

(2)

(3) vertical and horizontal projection (without background
subtraction), this feature extraction output is (32 + 24) x 25
features.

(3)
Each row and each column of image become a bin in the
histogram. The count that is stored in a bin is the number of 1pixels that appear in that row or column.
This method can extract image features quickly and
easily. This method has proven successful for Cursive
character recognition [5], Amazigh Handwritten Character
Recognition [6], and traffic sign recognition for intelligent
vehicle [7]
III. IMPLEMENTATION
In order to test our proposed method, we use video
recorded from 10 volunteers, 5 men and 5 women. All video
are color and focused around subject’s mouth. In these video,
all volunteers recorded in frontal face. Each of them
pronounces 3 simple Indonesian word twice, i.e. “saya”,
“mau” and “makan”, therefore there are 60 video data.
Original video size is 640x480 pixels. Video recording time
for each volunteer is 1 second for each word or each data
consists of 25 frames. Examples of screen shots recording can
be seen in Fig.1.
Our proposed method consists 4 stages:
1). Grayscaling, i.e. convert video from RGB color space to
grayscale
2). resizing the image in each frame, from 640x480 pixels into
32x24 pixels
3). background subtraction to segment the lips from sequential
image
4). vertical and horizontal projection, to extract the features of
the lip image, that will be used as input of classifier. The
results of feature extraction for each frame is (32 + 24)
features, or (32 + 24) x 25 features for each data.
5). word recognition using artificial neural network as
classifier, i.e. backpropagation with 3 layers. Input layer
size depends on the number of features and output layer
size is 3. Hidden layer size and number of iteration is varied

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
To determine whether the system can recognize words
spoken by volunteers, we use 5-fold cross validation. This
method of evaluation divide all data into 5 parts, one part, say
the first part, is used as the test data, the rest as training data.
Then the second part of the data as the test data, the rest for
training data, and so on, until all the parts has been used as the
test data.
Evaluation is done for each of the feature extraction
method, and each uses two classifier, which are artificial
neural network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Table I until Table IV show the results of accuracy for each of
these methods, which is expressed in a confusion matrix.
Rows on the confusion matrix shows the actual classes (true
classes), while the columns show predictions. The shaded cells
show the test results are correct.
TABLE I. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR PROPOSED METHOD
ANN
makan
mau
saya

Makan
14
2
5

mau
1
13
2

saya
5
5
13

SVM
makan
mau
saya

makan
11
1
5

mau
3
15
2

saya
6
4
13

TABLE II. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
FOLLOWED BY VERTICAL PROJECTION
ANN
makan
mau
saya

makan
13
3
4

mau
2
16
2

saya
5
1
14

SVM
makan
mau
saya

makan
2
15
10

mau
16
2
10

saya
2
3
0

TABLE III. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
FOLLOWED BY HORIZONTAL PROJECTION
ANN
makan
mau
saya

makan
10
5
2

mau
5
11
6

saya
5
4
12

SVM
makan
mau
saya

makan
8
5
3

mau
5
11
5

saya
7
4
12

TABLE IV. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
PROJECTION (WITHOUT BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION)
ANN
makan
mau
saya

makan
8
4
7

mau
6
15
2

saya
6
1
11

SVM
makan
mau
saya

makan
5
1
7

mau
9
6
10

saya
6
13
3

The test results of each these extraction methods can be
measured by calculating the average accuracy from each
confusion matrices. However, put attention only in accuracy, in
many cases, has not been sufficient, so it is necessary to
calculate F1 score, which is a combination of precision and
recall. F1 score is expressed by Equation (4).
(4)
(5)
(6)
TABLE V.

In terms of the number of features produced, method of
background subtraction followed by the vertical projection,
produce fewer features than the proposed method. Fewer
number of features will make this method lighter when run on
portable devices. However, this method still need to be
evaluated, considering its accuracy is so low for SVM
classifier.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a method for lip reading based on
background subtraction and image projection. The result
shows that our proposed method using ANN classifier
achieves 67% accuracy. A comparison method, i.e. using
background subtraction followed by vertical projection and
ANN classifier, yields better accuracy, namely 71%. However
the last method need further evaluation, because it produces so
low accuracy for SVM classifer.
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F1 AND AVERAGE F1 SCORE FOR EACH METHOD

Proposed method

BS + vert.

BS + hor.

Vert + hor

ANN

SVM

ANN

SVM

ANN

SVM

ANN

SVM

saya

0.605

0.605

0.700

0.000

0.585

0.558

0.579

0.143

mau

0.722

0.750

0.800

0.083

0.524

0.537

0.698

0.267

makan

0.683

0.595

0.650

0.085

0.541

0.444

0.410

0.303

average
F1

0.669

0.645

0.717

0.056

0.545

0.513

0.562

0.238

TABLE VI.
Proposed
method

followed by vertical and horizontal projection, which generates
67% accuracy. This method using SVM classifier also results
remain fairly good accuracy, namely 65%.

ACCURACY OF EACH METHOD

BS + vert.

BS + hor.
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